The purpose of my thesis is to analyse the legal regulation of insurance of liability for damage caused as a result of a car operation. The thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter one briefly describes a history related to the subject of my thesis. The chapter consists of three subchapters which are divided according to time periods. Chapter two represents a general introduction to the subject of my thesis. This chapter deals with injury and also in general deals with liability insurance and its legal regulation. The second chapter also focuses on principles of insurance of liability for damage caused as a result of a car operation.

The main part of my thesis is chapter three which examines the current legal regulation in Czech Republic and also contains my views. Third chapter is widely divided. It consists of nine subchapters. The first subchapter explains formation of insurance. The second subchapter characterises an insurance contract. The next one describes an extent of insurance of liability for damage caused as a result of a car operation. The forth subchapter deals with the payment of premium and with its calculation. The fifth one considers the rights and duties of contractual parties. There is a description of the insurance incident and its removal in the next subchapter. The seventh subchapter presents insurance benefit and minimum insurance limits. Then there is a subchapters focused on liability claims of insurer. Last subchapter mentions the termination of insurance.

The fourth chapter involves my views on some problematic issues in the context of judicial decisions. The chapter is divided into three subchapters according to the problems which are solved. The fifth chapter concentrates on the Czech Insurers’ Bureau. This chapter is consists of three subchapters. First of them describes authorities and members of Czech Insurers’ Bureau. The second subchapter illustrates the activities of Czech Insurers’ Bureau. This subchapter also deals with control of its activities. Last subchapter mentions the amount paid by the Czech Insurers’ Bureau. Moreover there is a brief comparison of legal regulation in Great Britain.